Solving an Optimization problem under two side conditions: the Analog Method between coherency and captured
dynamics AND establishing robust ensembles of regional-scale climate-change projections
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4. Experimental Setup

1. Motivation
Einleitung und Hintergrund
The increase in reports on weather-induced damage-events is followed with concern by
those responsible for civil protection. In Austria, the latter are aiming at maintaining
current levels of protection in the decades ahead under climate-change. This requires
statistically robust (i.e. well-occupied) spatial-temporal highly resolved ensembles of
climate-change projections forced by different pathways of mankind.
This goal is attained by significantly enlarging (small) sets of projections already on hand
(ÖKS15, Chimani et al., 2016). In order to warrant high skill Austria is distinguished into
three climatologically distinct provinces (Figure 1). Projections are taken into account only
if their skill exceeds performance-thresholds simultaneously in all three regions. The Analog
Method (AM) employed in this study characterizes large-scale dynamics through pattern
resulting from Eigenvalue problems and pertaining time-series (aka ‘time-coefficients’ or
‘principal components’). In period comprising no regional-scale data, but (e.g. simulations
of) synoptical states AM provides these with regional-scale records from periods exhibiting
observations on both scales. This is accomplished by identifying closest matches on the
large scale between states with and without local-scale information and then allocating
regional-scale measurements.
This procedure has to be carried out under
three boundary conditions: two refer to the
large and one to the local scale. The latter
ensures physical consistency amongst the three
provinces. The others have been raised by von
Storch et al. (1993) who focus on the amount of
‘captured information’ and van den Dool (1994),
who regards coherency in-between large-scale
pattern and their analogs. These are addressed
by varying (i) location and (ii) extend of the
Figure 1: Climatological provinces distinguished in this
geographical sector utilized by the AM.
study (e.g. Matulla et al., 2003).

Therefore we constructed two experiment categories in which we
carried out HUNDREDS of sub-experiments:

Figure 2: Examination of the effectiveness of van den
Dool (1994) boundary condition by evaluating the impact
of considered field-dimensions on AM's ability
determining suitable analogs. Therefore, AM's synoptic
window is sequentially enlarged by successively adding
edges.

Figure 3: Geographical sector within which AM's performance is
systematically assessed in order to identify locations where to best
place its window's center to allow for a suitable simulation of January's
precipitation totals from 1950 to 2017 in three topographically distinct
alpine regions (Figure 1). Thereby the center is moved in 5 degree
steps (red dots) between western and eastern boundaries across three
parallels. At each of the 8 locations per parallel AM's performance is
assessed in a validation procedure.

5. Results
Figure 4: Dependence of AM's performance
in simulating January precipitation totals
(1950-2017) assessed in a temporal crossvalidation for AT (left) and SB (right), on the
dimension of analog-fields sought for.
Growing numbers along the x-axis indicate
increasing dimensions (i.e. growing windowsizes, see Figure 2). As one can see, AM's
optimal synoptic window
is setting XXIII,
where correlation coefficients indicate best
performance in AT and SB as well as NL (not
explicitly shown here).

2. Data
Regional-scale: SPARTACUS (Hiebl & Frei, 2017):
Parameter: temperature, precipitation
Spatial resolution: 1 km x 1 km
Temporal resolution: daily, since 1961

Figure 5: AM's optimal synoptic window
contains 15 lat/lon grid-points (see window
XXIII, Figure 4): Assessment of AM's
performance in modelling precipitation totals
(1950-2017) in AT (left) and SB (right) carried
out as described in Figure 3. Numbered
vertical lines indicate central positions of
AM's window that are depicted as red dots in
Figure 3 and background colors differentiate
between the parallels, along each of which 8
experiments are conducted. The panel's
upper part shows reached values of
correlation coefficients and RMSEs.

Event Space (Enigl et al., 2019):

Processes: gravitational mass movements, floodings, heat waves, droughts
Temporal resolution: daily, since 1960

Large-scale: NCEP/NCAR Reanlaysis (Kalnay et al., 1996):
Parameter: SLP, specific humidity
Spatial resolution: 2.5° x 2.5° (144 x 73 grid points)
Temporal resolution: daily, since 1948

Dashed lines indicate thresholds for (orange) and RMSE (blue). Bar graphs near the bottom indicate the percentage of
signicant results (= 0.2). 100% means signicant results achieved for all time series in one region.

GCM: CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 (Collier et al., 2011):
Parameter: SLP, specific humidity
Spatial resolution: 1.86° x 1.87° (144 x 73 grid points)
Temporal resolution: daily, until 2100

3. Methods

Figure 6: Preliminary result for potential development of flooding occurrences in NL. Depicted curves of two different
pathways of mankind (RCP2.6 (green) and RCP8.5 (red)). Bold curves show ensemble averages
and shaded areas accompanying spread. Blue and yellow colored areas refer to the near and
remote future, respectively.

Published studies have so far mainly dealt with :
i. similarity amongst atmospheric states
ii. dependence on different predictors
iii. Significance of considered sequence-length and extend of geographical sectors
dimensions

BUT `where to look on the weather-map?`
CAPTURED
INFORMATION

COHERENCE

Which geographical sector
provides the synoptically
most significant
atmospheric information?

How well reflect analogs
the physics of the original
state/pattern/process?

6. Outlook
Generation of ensembles using all available GCMs – Climate-proofing in economic/ecologic applications – Deriving ‚hazard-developmentcorridors‘
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